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CHAFTER I
THH. PROBLEM
Introuction
The problem of rhabilitation of the physic::11y 17andicapped in the United States is one of massive proportions.
A 19%;

survey conducted by the Department of Transporta-

tion estimates the number of physically disabled persons
in the United States to be approximately 30 million.1
Albeit the number of handicapped individuals is
1arF7e, the question of r:'nahilitrtion is not a simple one.
It involves several very complex but irredeemably inttiftwined solutions, not th. least nf vhich is the re-education of the majority of 'physically normal people for whom
physical handicaps are nep:atively stigmatized.2
1

In this

Ruth Lauder, 7-re Goal Is: "
," Fublisned for
the '`ntional Citizens Conference on .:e:lalLitation of the
Died and Disadvantaced by the United States Department
of '.ealth, :ducation, and ':elfare C::ashingtcn, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1969), r. L.
2
Irv 4 n7 Gorrman, 7,tiv777,: 7:otes on the ::anac_-"n7-. of
Spoilerl
(!erev:
Pall, inc.,
the ancient Zreeks the tern
refc=d to " . . . Rcd''y
designed to
cxt:L,,methin unusual nr L
ibout tne moral stats
of tile siunifjer" (p.
in
rt, the siolifier w35
conercd blchcd.

2
investirev7.rd Lee :.7cyerson, one of the more persistent
noted
otors in the area of physical rehabilitation, has
the tGilowinz:
The problem of adjustments to physical disability
is as much or more a prol- lem of the non-handi- y.3
capped majority as it is of the disabled majorit
Historically, variatiens in physique have served as
an important basis for social differentiation.

Correspond-

ingly, various personality traits have been ascribed to
these 7hysically deviant individuals.

It is not uncommon

cked
for villains in literature to le portrayed as hunchba
dwarfand ugly; just as often, distorted facial features,
ism, and deformity are associate:

cunning or evil.

An example of particulal- interest would be Stevenson's
The Stran,- e Case of rr. Jekyll and

r.!-:•(!e, which ccncerns

a tr..A :Alt physically normal dcctor whose physical,
r

well

ycal character, was rhan;-Aad to be more repreof evil.

Another example ::an be found in

For Coffman, the term refers to a deeply discreiting
attribute which " . . . constitutes a special discrepancy
between virtual and actual social identity" (p. 3). It is
important tc note that the stimatized individual usually
adheres to the same stimatizinci set of beliefs as the nonst•igmatized individual (p. 7). .
,•
17ity as a Social Psy'Lee Yeyeroon,
Tssues, IV
:3ciLl
i'rotlem,"
i , 191..6), 6.
T

4-

Louis'
C;ew
.r.
Je.,y:11 and !!.
1.•717-1.

-

_ F:t_ranr:e Case of 2r.
Tublishers,

3
Aqiustment to Phvsical !iandicar
n3urvey, o
and Tilness:
the Cocial isvcholo7v of "Th':F
clle and :isal-4 1itv in which
6,909 jokes are analyzed.
.'he fact that 4..1.-4- of the jok
es
deal with deviancy is not its
,-?f startlin; what is of
interest, however, is that
of these jokes an excess of
are deprecative.5 In short,
:- uch allusions
to the
inferiority of physically c!e
viant individuals are not
atypical; rather, they r:re qui
te cor=on in fiction,
and humor.
Staternent cr the Problem
As noted atove, 7nysical dev
iance serves as a basis
of social differentiatc:1; and
where this differentiation
takes on a n0ative charac
ter, the cnhoPrt of social diLance can be usef'.11 in reasur
i
the attitudes of physically
normal persons in their .
- cceptance Cr rejection of
thr:se
who are physically devian
t.
This study intend

to examine the normals' cc:.
- tacts

(in their various forms) wit
h disabled persons and the
relationship of these contac
ts to the social distance
established between persons
,- .ho are physically norr.7,l and
those who are ph7sf.cally dev
iant.

5Rot:er G.
2arker. 2e;trice A. ::ri,:ht,
Lee "e-rron,
an-l. Yo114 e a. 0,:nick,
.

_illner -:

•

1.(/)3T, 1-.
,-•

- -- -N

.o 1- ,.:

nt '..o 1:,-..:_,Ic31 .-..:_.- :1-1,:..- an:
_. 1 • ..: __.- -: el : .-:-•. . e
2
-c...,..nes ..esearcr
_ncil,

CHAPTER II
REV= OF TE LITERATURF.
Introduction
The present chapter is concerned with literature
related to the variables under investigation in this
study.

Literature pertinent to both the indel;endent and

dependent variables is examined first.

Next, literature

concerned with the relationship between the variables is
discussed.

Finally, literature concerned with the influ—

,-.nce of the control variable upon the relationship is
reviewed.
Social Distance--?he Derendent Variable

,

Social distance

defined by Emory S.

refers to the "

. d,?grees and grades of :,:nder—

ordus in

etelding and feeling that persons experience regarding
each other."1 In shor, social distance, for the purposes
of this study will reff,- to the levels of acceptance indi—
:iduals have of others.
It is imeortan',

::te
t however, that althouel a

researchers exam

;cal deviancy ut'ilL':.e the

2,mo ry S. 3u:;a
Tournal cf

•Ye suring Social Dices,"
re, TX (.arch, 1?2), 229.

est7.1,

5
term "social distance," no literature is available in
which the Bogarda!:-type social distance

c11e has been

used to measure social distance between the physically
normal and the physically handicapped.
there are numerous

t-,_.adies ..:hich deal with various aspects

of social differentiation.
ies are generally

Nevertheless,

AS the focuses of these stud-

.-'lated to social distance, an examina-

tion of them is germane to this study.

Therefore, all

available literature in which physical deviancy is examined as a basis of social differentiation is reviewed.
As noted in Chapter I, physical deviance acts as a
basis of social differentiation in several ways.

Not only

is the deviant differentiated on the basis of physical
deviancy alone, but the deviant is forced to suffer from
the devaluative o-, -A:ations that the handicap carries for
the normal.

As Che'.rigny and Braveman,2 Scott,3 '::hiteman

and Lukoff4 all note, there is usually sce imputation of
.14111.d.

2
}. Chevignv &rid S. Braveman, The Ar_stment of the
Blind (New Haven: Yale Thiversity ?ress,
cited by
Eartin ::niteman anr1 Irving F. Lukoff, "A Factoral Study of
Sighted Pcople's Attitudes Toward 31indness," The Journal
of Scci%1
LX:7 (Decemler,

3Robert As.. !3cott, "The
FaFes of 3noiled interaction

Between Normals and the 712.'-bly Dis.ab:Ze." (carer prese
nted
to the annual .7eetir. of 7,h..7-1 Ar.:ericz,n Sociological Assoc
iation, San Francisco, Sete7.ir, 1969), p. 4.
4-Mitt:man ad Lukcff, "A Factor&g. Study of Sighted
People's Attit4Cri
i.ilindnes!-3,' -39-.3524

•

.„-

6
inferiority attached to handicapped persons.

This finding

is consistent with the findings of Yussen in his article,
"Cripple Stereotypes and AttiLudes Toward Cripples."5

In

an overview of the artic c written by Kussen and supportive
articles contributed by ;..,ussen and Barker, and Ray,7 Barker
et al.8 indicate that in the studies surveyed in which no
'ent;-,.t between norzals ;Ind cripples occurred, cripples
were believed by normals to be more conscientious, more
intelligent, and =ore religious.

Yet at the same time,

these crippled individuals were described as being less
happy, less attractive, more inferior, and more self—
pit

than physically normel persons.

These authors

suggest that the physicL,.ily normal persons, knowing of
1

he handicapped persons' inferiority in areas of physical
achement, project achievement to the handicapped p.erson. 'n non-physically oriented areas.

This succec-s in

non-physical realms is viewed by physically normal
as compensatory achievement.

(rsons

Likewise, it is suFgested

that physically normal persons believe that physically

ii-

5P. H. Mussen,
"Cripple-f7tereotypes and Attit,.:des
Toward Cripples" (M.A. thesis, Stanford University, 1943).
6
P. H. Mussen and ?. G. Parker, "Attitudes Tow?rd
The Journal e:
-:,11 and 3ocial Ps-choldEv
'YZ
(July, i;4;..), -7777))).
7rargaret ?,ay, r7te :1.'fecr. of Cripples' Aprc-nce
on I.,:son61ity Judgem - A-"
thesis, Stanford
.iversity. 1946).
B-..,:ker, et 2
.
1., Adjustnent
Illness: A 3urvE7 of
and Di-:=bilitv.

end
cf

7
deviant persons are less happy and mare self-piteous due
to the handicapped persons' awareness of their own physical
inadequacy.' :n addition, Barker,

neyerson, and

Conick suggest that while the verbally expressed attitudes
toward the physically de\.iaht may be mildly favorable, the
13

unerlying non-verbalized attitudes may be quite hostile.
2e.cendent 7ariable
Contact--The In,
In the literature on physical deviance and rehabilitation, there is some disa.
:reement regarding the part that
,
contact, hovever assessed, plays in effecting a change in
the stereotypical behavior of normals to-,-ard physically
handic,Hpped persons.

In aFTeement with Richardson, ':-:astorf,

11
one of the leading investiors
Goodman, and Dornbusch,
in the 7:rea, Robert E1eck,12 (alone and in cooperation with
Ono and Hastorf13) has repeatedly noted that those subjects
who have had the least contact ;- :ith handicapped persons are
1.••••

9Itid., 14. 69-71.
1
.
01b1d.,
67-77.
11
Stephen Richardson, Albert Hastorf, Norman Goodman,
and Sanford Dornbusch, "Cultural Uniformity in Reaction to
Physical Disabilities," A-nerican Soc.o1or1cal CV1C
1.XVI
(April, 1961), 241-20.
12
Robert Kleck,
717:1

13

- Robert Kleck, '
of Fs-:vical
Human

• 0,71.
.1

,

'--na and Task Oriented
-nsebruary, 1969), 5.3-6,0.
St C`I'r, "
nd :1•11.-;e/'t
The
c.e-to-Face Inter, '.2tion,"
_ (,;), 4'2_5-436.

8
the ones most uncomfortable in the presence of handicapped
persons.

In fact, neck, Ono, and Hastorf indicate that

physically normal persons, when in the presence of disabled
persons, termtnate interaction mcrc

11.-ickly, demonstrate

less verbal variability, and expre::_s opinions less repre—
'
sentati_ve of their actual beliefs.11
Irving Goffman, in his boo's Stisma, indicates that
when contact occurs between physically normal and physi—
cally deviant persons, the presence of the handicapped
persons may effect "anxious unanchorsd interaction" which
leaves the normals uncertain as to what constitutes appro—
priate behsvior.

Gsffman suggests th;it Thysically normal

persons maintain a devaluative attitude toward handicsps.
nolail persons

It is appareni., therefore, thiAl,

subject to "anxious unanchored interaction" would be un—
likely to alter in a i positive direction their attitudes
toward a physically handicapped person.
Another investigator, J. Granoksky,15 insists that
short periods of contact with physjcally deviant persons
433.
J. Cranoksky, "I:edifications of Attitudes Toward
the Visibly Dissbled: An Experisental Study of the
Effectiveness of Social Contact in Prodscing a 1:.cdifica—
tion of the Attitudes of !:ondisahled :eslalcs ?sward Vicibly
Disabled T.Ialen" (unsubliscd
dissertation, Yeshiva
(isl York, 1:ew York,
I by2uc,ene
c
Gaier, Doncld Linkowski, and ::arceline E. jaques, "Contact
as a Variable in the Ferces:ion of :ability," The Journal
of Socil P.y:chc,1oz-v,LIV (Februar7, 1968), 117.

AP

do not sinificantly alter the behavioral attitudes of
physically normal persons.

There is no evidence to indi-

cate that short periods of contact either improve or
worsen the normals' opinion of handicaTped :ersons.
The findings of both Goffman and Granoksky would
seem to indicate that social contact does rDt consequentially change the devaluative stereotypes the physically
normals have of the physically deviants.

Fowever, many

investigators' findings lie in direct contrast to those
of investisators who found that contact either does not
affect or negatively affects the attitudes of normals
i_owavc1 physical deviants.

For ex:=mplc:,

6 and

affec'

Holzberg and Gewirtz17
' report that an increase in contact
with disabled cerson,= produces a ccrresp,nding, increase
favorable attitudes toward the disabled individuals.
These findings are in concordance
K1ec

and 'neck

Ono, r,n-i

ith the findings of
1

.1C1,..

1

also rr.7orted

a preport:z,nate increase in favorablr attitudes with increased cL.ntact.
16

bm id.

17 ,,
J. tc.Lzerg and
Gewi-tn, "A
Attitudes
..7enta1
suppiement 37 (?')63), pp. 56-El.
8Robert ;jock, "iThysica3
T.'Titted in race--to--ace Thtcr
(Febraary, 1.;:68), 19-28.
4,Jece., et al., "The Ef'cc.
,
upo!. Yr.ce-to-FF-c7 .nteraction.'

111.-ww,4,40,

d of Altering

.onvcrbal Cues
•)

ical Deviance

10
Tic' P. 1 =tion-hin of C. .tact

Socia?, Di!-7tnce

The available litrature that is concerned with the
(,[cts of nor7al-devia:It contact upon social dist.a:Ice is,
at test, somewhat linitd.

This writer knows of no studies

having been done on the relationship of contact and social
distance in which a Bof,ardus-type social distance scale
utilized.

'r:owever, several investigators have exam-

ined the effects c()ntaet ha
st2reotypica1 patters

upon both attitudes and

f behavior ?:hen physicn1 deviancy

is used as a basis of Focial differentiation.

20
Shaler,

and Genskow and Eaglione21 have found that as fa7liliarity
graows, the physically nc,rn!al

rson's devaluative

tuds toward handicaps diminish.
th, se investigators d 4 c" not
fu,,
Jses

ILe

Loically, even though
for

a

of this stud; t.le i-Ipl. cation can be rrc /,..n.A as

lysically nornal

,levaluative stereotypical

',udes diminish, sel-1 distance decreases aecordinzly.
Kieck, alone and

-nd liastorf,22 discovered that

an increase in ec,ntact the physically normal personal
4110.i.m..••••.

. 3. Shaler,
MifVlin, 1904).

tt:or (3oston:

Houzliton-

21
Jack K.
r-ink D. ::aglione,
Dor-natism, and 7_,_1-*_e: :St 'dent ...ttitudes ?owcrd the
bled," Thr:, Journal
(Decemter,
!,=5), 3)2.
22
aoLert KiCQK.
crli_ Stigma and 1:onvLi...1 Cues
ed in
ce-to- rcMt-r-tion." See al-0 7-.(rt
et al., "Thec
cn
Fhy c1 Devianc.,
-to-;cc _nterLu,
'

stereotypical latterns of

eLavor toward the deviant are

reduced.
some investigators, however, do not agree that con—
tact affects attitudes or k:evaluative stereotypic Lehavior
positively.

In fact, Gofnan insists that as normals'

fa: : irity with phvsicA deants increases, there arises
an

,companyin6 increase in the devaluation attached to

the handicap ty the normal.

Robert Eleck directly tested

CoffTian's contentions of the uncertainty of interaction
and the resultin, increase in devaluative attitudes.23
AlthouE,h Kleck noted the simulated handicap produced an
initial avoidance response, there was some indication that
with increased ccntact the physical normal was less likely
to a

id proximate interaction.
tri summary, it would appear that the literature tear—

ing upon the relationship of contact to social dista2Ice is
fraented an:d inconclusive.
The Helationshin of Contct to SociiT1 :istance
"oelecteC
ics
hile there nas been a great deal of work done on
attj.tudes toward the mentally handicapped, little has been
do

ccol:are hanice:.o c:Yr.er 1-'7en the work done ty

23,
!xt ert .1ec:z
Interactions."

,

and Task Or_Le,...ed

12
,
'Iliteman and Lukeff,2
'
wi7o separated blindness frcm the
other physical handicaps.

In short, blindness was found

to be more severe tan other physical handicaps; tut with
a corresi-:endinE increase in the percelion of the severity
of blindness, there :- :as an increase in the perceived severity of ether nhys4 ca1 handicaps.

Interes':InEly enough

allusions to blindness ,:ere more severely evaluate by
respondents than allusions to blind "people."4

To date,

few researchers have chosen to investirate the effect of
contact on the attitudes that physical normals hold in
regard to a variety of

handicaps.

For the pur-

poses of this study the available research of this typo
is of little value.
The Relatione of Contact to ',oc;,711 Disance
for
:e
RegardinL; the use of control varLdbles, there are
very few stidis;s which svsteaticaFy

troduce control

variables to explain the phenomena they intend to investigate.

Richardson, Hastorf, Goodman, and Dornbusch26 found

2 artin ::hiteman and Irving
Lukoff, "Attitudes
Towarc4 :lindness and Cther Fe7s1eril :
. andicaps," The
Fs7ch^lc --, L.K7I (June, 1
- 35), 1.5-145.
so see .:an ai1_•:-e-f*, "A Factoral
Study 01777. ej People's Attitur
PP. 31-, 32,2 26 . .
Richar on,
al., "Cu1turr.1 _nliormity in
Reaction to Fi
sci1ities" -

13
that neither sex, race, urtan-rural difference, nor socioeconomic status affectd social distance ;erceptions cn the
part of physical17 rormal persons.

In

arLicle, "Atti-

tudes Towa,rd 91indness in Two College Croup,"27 Whiteman
and Lukoff found that neither ace, sex, level of information, or contact with blind people accounted for devaluative attitudes toward blindness exhibited by their sample.
Research Pv;-)the-is
The literature with reference to physical deviance
is inconsistent in

suggestions that contact may or may

not affect social distance between physically normal persons and ,hysic:_;1-ly tieviant persons.

It is the contention

of this thesis that as contact between normals and phjsically deviant individlials increases, 3..s

cci31 distance

is established ' the physically normal persons between
themselves and physic lly deviant persc.

Stted in null

form, the hypothesis is as follows:
No relationship exists tet;:een type or
extensiveness of contact with physical
deviants (handicapped persons) and social distance Letween physical normals
and physical deviants, as pereived by
physical normals.
Since contact is measured in thrp:, v7ays--ccurrence
of contact,
27_
Toward fli
Socinl

ct, and exteiv:-:71.

contact--

,.11 and Irving Lukoff, "Attitudes
Collei;e Crollf:," The JournE:1 of
- r (July, 1964), 1119.

4

•.

14
three separate eed distinct sub-hypotheses (stated in null
form) eflA be utAlized for each of the th:'t;e types of contacts:
I.

No relationship exists between the occurrence of contact with physical deviants
(handicapped persons) and social distance
between physical nonzals and physical
devlantL
as perceived by physfcal normals.

2.

No relationship exists between type of
contact with physical deviants (handicapped persons) anc: social distance
between physical normals and physical
deviants, as perceived by physical normals.

3.

No relationship exists between duration
of contact with physical devients (handicapped persons) and social distance between
physical normals and physical deviants, as
perceived by physical normals.

,SummarT
The purpoe of this chapter has been to relate the
current pertinent literature eoncened with physical
deviancy to the problem under investiLation.

The litera-

ture was analyzed in its relationship to the independent,
dependent, and control variables.

There has been a great

deal of research done on the effect of contact upon
attitudGs.

How ver, it is interesting tc nr__ that there

has been little research done oiA the reltionship of
contact; to :JoeL 1 distance per
has been virtihi
focused upon

7

e.

- no research ot*

3

r

dition, there

cemi=±tive nature

differing devaluetienc asoociated with

15
selected handicaps.

Therefore,

u appears reasonatle to

conclude that the literature concerned with the relation—
ship of contact and soci:11 distance is inconsistent and
inconclusive.
Havint, reviewed the literature dealing with physical
deviance, we now turn to Chapter III, w"nich examines the
items used in operationalizing the variables in this study.

•
4

4,••

CHLPTER III
OPERATIONLLIZATION OF

HE STUDY

Introduction
This chapter presents a description of the test population and a discussion of the instruments employed for the
testing of the hypothesis.
Test Pooulaticn
The test populatc,n for the present sV.Idy consisted
of students enrolled in

he 1?70 sur7imer session at -;'estern

Kentucky University at 3owling Green, Kentuckv.
300 in number, the test
A.'t?

Exactly

c;lation was comprised ;:f z-:prox-

imately the same number of males and females; in

ddi.tion,

the students were, for the 7:'i•-)st part evenly distril:ated
as
o :.lass standing.

Durl , the school week of July 27-

JuJy 31, questiennaires were administered by a group of
four male graduate students, all of whom were
physically
,lormal.

Each questionnaire required approximately 15

to 20 minutes for completion.

The questionnaires were

during

ds in selected cILIti-cs

rerresenting a variety rr

Sc('or

arts curriculum.
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topics within tiie literal

4
'

Tyres_ of Handicars !,
7 tudied
The terms "disatled" and "handicapped" refer, in the
narrative sense to any "variation in 7 -ysique
upon which,
ordinarily, we place a highly neeative value."1

However,

for the purposes of this research, "handicap" refe
rs only
to deficiencies of the following 1.ypes:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Loss of an ar7.1
Loss of a leg
Leafness
Speech impedients (s:ainmers,
stutters, lisps)
Yoticeable facial dif:Ire:7- ent
(i.e., lare scars, tiIt::marks,
etc. cannot Le concealed ty the
use of cosmetics)
Extree obesity or extre777e e7aciation (i.e., atnorml fatnes
or thinness caused ty riutritional
deficiencies or ty disease)
Blindness

As most handicaps can te meaninL:fully clas
sified as handicaps of movement, communication, or appearan
ce, these
particular handicaps '.:ere chosen in an
effort to incl',:de
disabilities that are primarily representati
ve of eitLer
locomotive, communicative, or cosmetIc defi
ciencies so
that a compoundin of the stigma that migh
t hie attached
to each by physically normal persons coul
d (as much as
po:,sible) hie avoided. 7A.indness s the
only exceptin in
is a comisound handi
e-,compassczr.
locomotive and communicat
1
Lee ::eyersen, "Fhysicrl
PsycholoEical
p. I

in some cs
as a Social
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den'.; ew;metic consideration

-ell.

However, since it

is one of the more common serious handicaps and since the
literaz.ure suggests that it is zs much or more hiAly stigratized than the more visible physical handicaps, it is
included.

No attempt is made to differentiate between

handicas that are congenital (organic) defects and handicaps that are the products of accidents (functional).
Respondents who are themselves handicapped were
discarded from the study population on both theoretical
and methodoloLical grounds.

There were not enough handi-

capped res7ondents to justify scparate eYamination of
han6iepped individual.

The Fur::ose of this study is not

to study the deviant; rather, its purpose is to examThe
the co:71itive Lehavior on the p;:rtcf:.!1! normal.
Lcrt 7ariatle---ccia1 7istrIce
•.,ole dependent variele in the study is the
soc! ‘it3nce manifested by the chysically normal person
cal .-

'?twe, ri himself and persons possessing selected physiicaps.

The instrument used to measure social

distrnee was a seven item modified
T7.1.0-1 of thc seven items
the eey-e handicaps outlined, pr:

ogardus social distance
oeked once for each of
forty-nine questions.

r.ur:Ytionnaire the cti. .17f:nce was randomized
in

ef:ort to somewhat disEue
s

5

to diminif:.h

cn?Y-

problem under

nvest-

of a response set.
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The follow;, items .:erc used to measure Loci;,1 distance:
A.
P.

P.

you 7.arry someone who . . . ?
you accept as a close N:rsonal
friend somene who .
Would you accept as a roo7717.:omeo .. .?
one
Would you mind if someone wLo
..
lived in your dormitory?
';:ould you mind if someone wi:o . . .
worked in the same occuratien cs you?
I would avoid as much as possible
someone who . . . .
I would avoid completely soreone
who .
o,

The recnoL ts were limi.ted to a yes-no response for each
of the cuest'ons.
Stan&A Cuttman techniques were
the above

a.

in analyzing

h': results of these predl.res are :3is-

cussed in flnpter IV.
Independent

.1e -Contact

The

-.cnt'!ent varial:le in :1- 17

the contact
handicaps oi

ondents have had
H

outlined alove.

research is

i.-rsons who have
Each of the ques-

tions measurn6 contact were administered once for each of
the seven hi,

in order to obtain as complete a

"contact 1;'; -A---7" a:; possible for each handicap.
inc

variables are as ro?lows:
.1rrrnce of contact
.
partic:ndicap
7C or
7- pcndcnt
7 had) with th,f 1.:-.17e_d person
.-ation of the

20
Occurrence c'f 'critact
A sinEle question was used to determine the occurrence of contact with each of the seven

a..ndicaps under

study:
7Co you personally know or have you ever
personally known anyone who has (had) any
of tie handicaps listed across -the top of
the chart? :::ote:
1
see chart j If so,
please write "yes" in the appropriate
box(es).
Individuals responding positively to cuestien one on the
occurrence of contact for any given handicap were instructed to answer two additional questions, vhich
determined t1:- type of relationship the

has with

the handica,:,j person and the lenth of timt, the normal
has known t!-t 'Indicapped individunl.
cf

eli

A soo(7c,
of

cuestion was asked to :2
- eterr.iie
the respontent has (had)

tYPe
handi-

capped inidual(s) ne knows (has known).
Please specify your relationship to that
person. (-If you have known or :now more
than one person with a particular nandicap, answer this question using The person
w:..t!: whom you share(d) the closest relationsh:;p.1
Close 7riend
T. Distant relative
'Casual acquaintance
D. Im7ediate far2iiv (Tarnt,
spouse, brother,
P
A.

"I

z.eorted as immediate

e 4
,4

1.11"";•,

f!",,

clacc; friend,
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or distant :A.ative were classified as
ships.

i:
. ective relation—

Resv)nses indicating the type of relationship as

casual acquantance were classified as nnsffective
relationshipl.
Duration of .
.:ontact
A third cueston was used in detcrng the length
of time the respondent has known the handicapped individ—
ual.
How long have you known this peron? [As
atove, if you have known or know more tnan
one person with a particular handicap,
crson with
an7wer the question using th
relationship.]
you share(d) the
Brief encounter
L. 1 month to 5 montlis
C. 6 months to 11 months
D. 1 year to less than 3 ynars
3 years to 5 years
F. Over 5 years
On the basin of 7=,spo,nses to thn questio

the duration

of contacts‘ duratJon was dichotomi'Led, yielding contacts
classified as less than five years and contacts classified
as five years or more.
Control Variable
One cmtr,)2 'variable was
of the prc
a control

of the respondcn
on a relationshT,

*arther analysis
'r "Dr to evoking
•,ntrol variable

is run a., a1-4 1,-_)th the independent and 'Jn, :.dent variables
to ancerta:1:1

-!.H;4re arc relationsilip:;.

.roducuion of

22
a thin.! variable (te control varial-le)
cross-tabulation,

.o the

cy.plin the result

e cross-

tal,ulation Ly either confirming it as true or revealing
the original interp-vLation as spurious, ur may fail to
refine the results but reveal an indepemlent effect.2

2

It Yith
& Row, PuLlishers, 1,,'i),
173.

I.

Harcer

CAPTER IV
p.NALYS1S OF TH--- DATA
Introduction
This chapter is divided into two section:-. The first
examines the overall frequency distribution of responses
found to exist in connection with the dependent and independent variables under study.

The second section centers

upon an investigation of the actual relationships between
the dependent and

hc

pendent variables, 1-oth alone and

in the presence of a eeLrol variable.
neetion One
Derendeht

' Distance

-17
,_?pendent: vari - ble in this study
The !
distance a physiclly nerral person establishe:
himself and person

7•)cial
. een

pos:sesing the handicaps s:lectcd for

Initially social distance was to be measured by

study.

seven seven-item scales, one for each of seven handicaps.
The construction of these scales was patterned after the
1
dist-7-.nce r;ca1e.
Pocan's
1

In the
the poin,,
the respondent.
(or approval, ,-

of attitudes,
scrics of statecnts
7r.s17.-chEe iattern ' 21
thc wol'in: of
23

is to
t which
oval

The intermediate items in the scale, .1.1i.posed]y exist-

&IC

ing at approximately equal intervals, may or may not be
: upon the statement
equi-distant from each other dependini
selection of the investigator.

3n this study the inLer-

mediate items, situated Letween the polarities of marriage
(exemely low social distncc) an

complete avoidane

(extremely high social distance), were designed to more
accurately gauge the social distance manifested by the
non-handicapped individual.

Even though statement selection

emulated the logic of the social distance scale utilized
by ;:mory S. 2ogardus in :ni5 classic study in 1925,2 the
frquency of responses t, thr,

Lions demonstrated that

in :.eality the intermediate items did not exist equidintly.
in
14

The extent to whic.:1

he responses were L.:.ewed

direction of low bceial distance on six of the

items is demonstrative of the fact that these intermediate
it; were not

r;her purpose)

In short,

he

iduen a pattern constitutes a perfect response type. Any
or hither than the
given respondent must rank as
the scale. See 1artin
item
Ln
every
cn
individual
second
and :-7easurement
Readinz-s
in
Fish'eein,
1;e7T.
:_cens,
(Npw York: john
2Emory S. P.ogardl.l. "len=ur.in,-, Social Distances."

3The interesting

tan.71 ielitern of the re-ses
in Chapter V.
will be examined in greter

ed.
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items did h(lt scale.
t-requency of responses sho-e.ed that the span
betwecn the various degrees of intimacy were not commen—
surate.

in fact, of the seven itens

n all seven scales

only the respondent's willingness to marry a person with
one of the particular handicaps apTeared to discriminate
saLisfactorily.4

On the basis of the data gathered in

this study, the marriage relationship Fsychologically
would reem to te of vastly greater import than friendship
or nejt_htorly relationships.

?herefore, the respondent's

willineness to marry a person exhititinrs a particular
handicp. will be used as a measure of cocial distance due
to the unfeasibility of employin

Guttman procedure in

connection witn any of the s ,;(,7] ha:.ap situations.
'illinEness to marry an n-:divt:21zal with a particular
handic distr51
handicz,Fs

!i_cates considerable
ranzing from a lo:
1-ivolvin,- the loss of a 1

in response
acceptance for
69.;

acceptance

h 'or each of the relationshir other than marriaEe
high degree of
7
the re1,7cnents exhitAted an extre77- ,
of seven handi—
fryacn
_ance)
accept: (low sccial disof close
relationshi7
to
caps. For exa771e, in reard
item that
ken
person
I
c
Fersonal friendsho with a Lancdis—
social
nicnest
theorcticCly suld roduce
percentaFe
7rean
seen), it wac
tanc( f t.
f
.riend a :-.erson
ndents uilin to Lece
of ref)3.L' . By contrast,
'
.
of The seven nar.d•
with pnmarry a Ferson with
of t:-. oe
any oLy 01 the .--even handicaps wh:;
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for speech impairme

(see TaLle 1).

Thus, ch handicap

wil] le treated 57ratelv rather than simply treatini.
concept.

"handicars" as a

Independent 7arialle--Contact
Occurrence of r.%ntact
The Lasic indeildent varia121e in thit, :3t,u(iy is conA

tact that the phyrii(:i,-,1y normal respondent. f„.,
possessing any of
III.

with persons

seven handicaps outlined in Chapter

Table 2 is a simple frequency distritution wich

illustrates the number of respondents having had contact
with persons hav:IL. any of the seven har,

:ap.

dence of contact ranges from a low of 37.0-', for
to a

n c)

.cle incilirness,

87-7", fer speech impair::.er.t!;..:i. rcstrj1y

enouk. h, Ilindness i. .ual1y considered one;
co:r..)n of the F.,ever. i=dicaps.

le more

A recent ;'0.vr.. -ntal

publication int! v* :l impzirment as the

'flEjl most

frequent cause of Lf;-:ivity limitation for all ages.

Fersons

-'. of all
who are visually im14,.ired represent no less than 6;
a

disabled persons, includinE those with heart disorders,
cancer, and arthritis.5
Unexpectedly, both cate L ories involvine. thc, loss of

>4.4

an .= or a let2 Fx,e(;(i

occurrence of

Conference on Re:
'National
an
d
the Disable
,
Cffice
ng
Plinti
,:ct
]overn;
D. C.:

with
- Loll of
125.

Table 1.

The Percentage of Persons Expres
sing A Willingness to Marry
Persons
Exhibiting 7ach of the Seven Han
dicaps
4.11

Arm

(N)

V.arry

Specci.
(n)

Leg
(rri

44.3 (133) 69.3 (208) 45.3 (13
6)

(N)

54.3 (163) 40.3 (121)

Blind
(N,

obese
(N)

40.7 (122)

41.0 (123)

59.3 (178)

59.0 (177)

';:ould not

I.;.7 (167)

30.7 ( 92)

54.7 (164) 45.3 (136)

59.7 (179)

Airit

......

A
••••-+ 4r4,

Lie Frequencies

A

.eech
)

Contact
No
'Contact

51.0 (153)

,_9.0 (147)

(r)

A

0ccurrence of Contact with Hoch of Seven
Pandicaps

Deaf
(N)

Face
(N)

Ler

Blind
(N)

011(.,se
r.•
•' r

87.7 (263)

46.3 (130)

56.0 (168)

40.3 (121)

37.0 (ill)

79.7 (239)

12.3 ( 37)

53.7 (161)

44.0 (132)

59.7 (17))

63.0 (189)

20.3 ( 61)
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blindneis.

kvilahle research 011 physical disahilities
handicaps involving the actual loss of a

suggests

handilimb are more infrequent than any of the other five
caps.

As yet the research directly at-, (,ciated with the

loss of a lido is rather scant.
population

For the present study

he extre7.ely high incidence of contact with

persons who have lost a limb may to so7.-.e extent 17e associated with the large numbers of disabled colle(Te-aged
Vietnamese ';:ar veterans returning to school ur.der the G.I.
Pill.
Type of Re1:2.tIonship
Respondents wi-lo had had contact with a particulF,r
asked to if.ontify the type cf reln-

typc,
tionL,hip

_imediate family, cloe friend, distant relative,

ange.
or casu0 L :..;uaint

For the rsurpeses of analysis their

resposer, 1;ere dichotomized into affective and non-affective
relationship.

Relationships descrii-ed as i=ediate family,

close 1rie7!d, or distant relative ,;:ere considered affective
in nature.

IThlationships reported

casual acquaintance

were classified as non-affective.
Table 3 '.r:cries the rela7:
ents

Cf the seven

ho hr,d

handic-ps

ontacts with

and the e:.:Iirmely obese or
domini)nt3y

for those respond-

ctive.

Of thoL;e

impaired, the deaf,
-e shown to 1..e rre..:ents having had

30
ee7.act with a person wh

had lost an arm, 63.4,1 :'scribed

tat relationship as non-affcctive.

Relationships involing

the loss of a leg were mostly non-affective also.

As vocal

impairments, deafness, and obesity are relatively common
handicaps, it is interesting to note their association with
affective relationshi,f

P.andicaps involvirw

Loss of an

arm or a leg, generally considered more serious handicaps
and definitely more visible handicaFs, remained nonaffective.
inyolvin

It must be re:7_embered though that handicaps

a loss of an 1/--r1 or a leg severely restrict

earning ability of a Tol.enlial mate.
would be little incenti,;e fJr

e

Therefore, there

hysically norma

erson

to pursue a relationship with a perscn handicapped in this

The figures in Table 3, however, in no way reflect
the total number of t:'eopl.e each respondent knew wit
ziven handicap since

any

were instructed to answer the

questions on type of relationship using only the person
with whom they snared the closest relationship.
Duration of Contact
Responses recorc:Ln.7

..'.7..ration of conc.

e.:.- abled were dividec
.flive years durati
fve years.

?he respe.

the resp..1;nces in

of analysis int
T

J contact: of

the
-cntacts
an

d in Table 1 are cc!. Lstent
for the La.11,11—,

t-ientr.
lit •

„

•ter*
,
40,,r
r"..°c•-iirNklitrs

Tabla 3.

The Type of Rela-cions
hip Inclicate;' by
Persons Reperting
Contact
Any cf Seven Hand
icaps

4
•

A

m

Gpeech
(N)

3.6 (t,-6) 63.1 (1
66)
6L '
- )
J7

Deaf
(N)

56.1 (78)

36.9 ( 97) 43.9 (61)

Face
(N)

Leg
(N)

Dlind
(N)

43.8 (74)

43.5 (57)

42.8 (48)

72.8 (174)

56.2 (95)

56.5 (64)

57.2 (64)

27.2 ( 65)

f

Ifs

Obese
(N)
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involvinc speech mad.
emaciation.

loss of a leg,

,sesity/

dictates that affei, relation-

That is,

ships should exhibit t;T,7 :7,rentest duration, especially
familial relationships.

The seemingly paradoxical relation-

ship manifested ty speech disabilities and ctesity/emaciation,
which de:-.cnstrate afl'ec:.ive relationships over

short pericd

of time are proably a consequence of the study sample.

7:any

close friend relationships made in ecllege must necessarily
have existed less than five years.

Conversely, in regard to

relationships involvim: the loss of a leg, althouLh 43.577
described the relaticn: lp as affective, for 54.5:4, of the
sample surveyed the duration of contact was more than five
years.

These figures v

‘,1 ,4
•

seem to indicate a number of

casual relationships Ynat hz,ve existed intennit'.e:-.tly over
a long period of

Section One has examined the frequency of responses
associated with the dependent and the independent variables
and has explained the 7?(2j?ications that were made after
collection of da*,a LL
non-c'iscriminetcr

r.

g:tittan scaling
view of th's
ingness to marry used to measure LOC,t41

analysis.
•' certain items,
found to be unf,
,.dided that a rebpon

1 upon the
of
:L'1,2.

In

's will-

-;h any Farticular Ldn:'Icap be

•

44. *CA

T -able 4.

The :uration of Contact

41.4u.

xpressed by Persons Reporting

:ontact with Any of Seven Handicaps

(N)
Over
5 years

Speech
(N)

Leal:
(N)

e*,

Face
(N)

Leg
(N)

.4 Blind
(N)

4

Obese
(N)

33.6 ( 51)

43.3 (113)

5!-...7 (7 )

36.7 ( 61)

54.5 (66)

47.3 (52)

54.4 (12))

'Le3s -,;nan
5 year; 6—L (101)

56.7 (148)

,5.3 (62)

63.3 (105)

45.5 (55)

52.7 (58)

L5.6 (108)

•••••••••••••..-

type of

In addition, the occu ,-rence of contact,

rel,?tionship, and the duration of contact for c Jh of the
seven hc,ndlcaps was inv,:stiLated.

An exa77.inatd

t

f

ocirrence of contact revealed that blinc:ness--,:nerally
conAdered one of the mare comon
m
physical disa

lities--

wa:, the least frequently encountered handicap o! any of
the seven handicaps studied.

Type of relatioris

dicotomil.,eC into affective and non-aff ctive

F 'as

rclationships.

Reltionships with per(,ns exhibiting deafness,fTeech
impairments, and obesity/emaciation were ;redomi ilantly
aff- :
- tive in nature.
a

4

• 4

Relationshir.s involvng t1":= loss of

were mostly non-affective.

Section Two

Social

Contact

istance

Occurrence of CLtactc.
?resented in Table

is data ccncerninr the relation—

.4h1; Letwern social dIstnce and contact for each of the
seven handicaps.

As previouly mentioned in Chapter III,

it is the contention of this study that contact between
physically normal and p?-.ysically deviant individuals de—
creases the social distacce established by normal persons
,etween temselves and the thysically deviant.

The data

recorded in Table 5 c1( rly inicates a trend in the
eNpected direction.

Indeed, for each of the seven handl—

.%s, willingness to !7.erry (tre measure for low social
t•ance) is greater

-L:!,ere has been contact.

the case of every handicap

..;tance is lower wit:.
tdied.

'or example,

Social

-

duals

having had c,ct

with blind persons, 48.1 e:.:pressed a willingness to marry,
hile only 37.8f', of the individuals having, had no contact
Kould marry.
6
In terns of statioal siEnificance, however, ccn—
ct is shown to be reM7,..3
only two handicap.

30cial distance wiY , respect
on,.y two handicaps ca:,

he null

6
(...oLLinr,ency tables) :he )3tes
In all 2x2
--.1)'ty was used.
c
for
-rectich factor

1
4'
'
JIM;Arr..

Table 5.

The Rclationthip Between Contact and Social Distance

Percentarc of Individuals Yining to narry Persons with Fach of
!Thvcri 7ndicaps
Speech
(N)

Deaf

=D).7 (177)
No
Contact

40.0 (58)

thi square = 1.86

62.2 ( )3)

36.5 (57)

Face
r-)

Ler:
(N)

Blind
(N)

Obese
(N)

60.3 (97)

L5.3 (53)

(47)

,42.4 (98)

48.0 (62)

36.8 (64)

37.8 (70)

33.3 (20)

.54

9.04**

3.82*

.00

.03

.01

1.77

ol

1.28

df = 1
phi square =

.,...

•-••••••••••••••••••••••••

A*

.c,,„ •

.01

• kj

••••••
••••

4,

hy7thesis specifically concerned with the occurrr-m.e of
contact and social distance be I-ejected.

The relationship

between contact and soc al distance for deafness and
facial
disfigurement are significant, the levels of rejection
being
Ghe .01 and .05 levels, respectively.
eia,

The measures of asso-

i'or these two handicaps are .C3 and .01, respec
tively.

Tyre of Relationship
Table 6 depicts the relationship ,.
t_ t.e,.e.een
.
social distance and the type of contact for each of the seven handic
aps.
As in Table 5, with each of the handicaps there is a
trend
in tLe anticipated direction.

The figures disclose that

relationships which are affective in character tend
- o he
c.cc.7- anied by low soci1 distance.

In tl.e case of

abities involving tL_ loss of an arm or a leg,
social
e:ce is minimally less !'or
numher of individuals

ai.fective categoi. y.
to

The

rry persons with these

Lo ::A-Idicaps is greater by only 2-s-. and 5.6;
-9-, respectively.
For elindness, the percentar,e is only slightly
higher.
Desp%e the pattern of lower eressed social distan
ce for
persons having hzd affect - ye reltionships with
anyone
tlhi'71iting a particulr

the figures for only one

disilitv are st9tist1e3l_ly F:i4:ni1icant.
oncerned with
rel

-hip bet,::een type of

',.nship an(' social LI:r1e
impair-thts.

The null hypoth-

'T'V•

esn

only he rejecc
between type of

for

TO•

TO'

CO

00'
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relat:onship and social distance is significant for speech
impair7ents at the .05 level with a chi square ecualing
The measure of association is .02.
Duration of '3,ontact
The ovErall effect that length of contact has in
reiatton to social distance is examined in Table 7.

Like

both the occurrence of contact and the tyre of relationship,
an investigation of duration o: contact as related to
social
distance reveals a Eeneral pattern in the expected direction.
For four of the seven handicaps studied--loss of an
ar, loss
of a leg, deafness, and facial disfit7ore::lent--low
social
distance appears to be associated with contacts of long
n,1" in

duration.
4

f.rnes

—

C-

c

disfi::ureolent o%oes

the reJation between duration of contact and social distance
attain otatiotical significorce (at the .C1 level with a chi
squafo of 7.62).
ability is .25.

The measure of association for this disThus, only in 1±e case of facial disfigure-

ment c,111 the null hypothesis concerned with duration of
contact and social distance be r€:ected.
An 0%erview
relationship 0T
br! n

d social distance has

: -, plored in three di%- ?n:--icnE:- :

the occurrence 07- con-

tac, _ne type of relationship, and the duration
of contact.
In
rd to the relatierop of' oocurrence of
contoct and
social distance, there exiotc.,

distinct trend toward less

t.e

7.

The Relationship Ltwcen Duration of Contac
t and Each of Seven Handicaps

L21:1-c.ng a ';i11ing,ness to Marry
',:i1;11
f:77vcn Htlnicapz
(N)

Lonr.: over
50.0 (25)
5 yr...)

67.0 ( 71)

57.5 (42)

74.6 (44)

47.0 (31)

42.0 (21)

42.4 (53)

71.2 (104)

51.7 01)

51.0 (51)

43.1 (22)

47.3 (26)

42.3 (44)

.05

.54

.00

.00

Short (less
thnn

s.7.4 (45)

.t

i square =

4* p

.01

.00

.00

•

.05

.00
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.stance for those

I IL ,1 contact.

Powever, the

relationship tetween occurrencu or contact and nucial distance was statistically ,
. Ign0 rr,r! only for the handicaps
of deafness and facial
A similar pattern wan api,r,;* in the relationship
!,

hetwtn type of relationsh .p

Al dintance.

For every

handicap the affective 1 -elationships were also the relationships in which the least social di tance
the riationship was
speec

n ficant

v for the handicap of

i=pairment.
A Eeneral pattern

b-lwe.1 duration of coniLiou

as expressed; but

or

contact usually
:he relation:.

(q1 V 4 01.1'7

tt,r relationship

(2. 11 dictance--lonL dura,
c .1ted with low soc,A.al
r!uration of coLtact and

socl? distance was statst.1.%iii niEnificant for facial
disiigurement alone.
Varialle--ex
prior to evoking sex as a control variable on the
reL
r•:

,nship between contact an.' .ocial distance, it is
- !ecessary to examine the IcJationship of this variable

to 1,o1,1 contact and socal r'.istc7: independently.
c is essential
1,1,&

•-trcil variable

This

,-ertain the effect of
.1!ltpnecuslv enters

he

relationship 1.(1 .v:cn de7„r'ent and independent

14_2
rjab1es.7

The introduction 01 the additional fotor may

explain, refine, or fail to refine the relationship of
dependent and independent variables.

This process is

indispensible in gauging, the relative importance of the
various factors affecting any given relationship.8
Tdstance and Sex
Table 8 examines the relationship between social distance and sex.

A particulr pattern is immediately apparent

in the response distribution for males and females.

In the

case of every handicap females demonstrate less social distance than males.

The percentat;e differences among males

and females expressinE low social distance range from 2.6%
for deafness to 22.1'1

ol'esiryAmaciatien, with the mean

percentaLe difference

It is pLirticularly

interesting to note the trer ie'.ous difference between male
female acceptance or

1y/emaciation when viewed in

light of t!--.e other handfips.

or example, only ,7,0 1:1 of

the males were willing to narry someone obese or eraciated.
Th;.s was the lowest level of acceptance among males for any
of the seven handicaps studie.i.

By contrast, 52.2

of the

remales expressed low socie1 ci:7tance for obesity/emdciation,
4

7
Zeisel, :av It
.bid., p. 121.

--

110-121.

Table 8.

The Relationship Between Sex and Social Distance for Each of Seven Handicaps

Individua1:3.
'fling to Marry Persons with
Any
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thus rankinf, this handicp ehi:e2 from the highest in terms
of level of acceptance.

;:mong iemales the lowest level of

acceptance recorded was for blindness and loss of a leg.
,
7•

The handicap with the hehest level of acceptance was the
eae for both sexes--speech impairments.
However, the relationship between sex and social
distance proved to be statistically significant in regard
to obesity/emaciation alene; it is significant at the .01
level with a chi square )f 13.81.
tion for this handicap is .05.

The measure of aseccia-

Therefore, only in the case

of obesity/emaciation wi'l sex be employed as a control
variable in further assccin

the precise nature of the

relationship between occurrence of contact and social dist;:.fle.

- jeether sex in the i.i-,,Aance
It remains to be seen :

of obesity/emaciation will feection to refine or explain.
LLW

nature of the model will

ntudying the relation of se>,

eorthcoming only after
contact for obesity.

Occurronce of Contact and Sex
Review of the following table (Table 9) shows no
particular pattern to the relationship between sex and the
occurrence of contact.
the relaticnenip

etwc

for obesity is, in face

e,Y1tionaily, it is apparent that
e occurrence of eontact
H'icant (chi

..0002).

The relationship between ec,rre:eo of contact and -

- is

ntatinticalle sni:i c

the

i disfiLurfeent

..- able 9.

Independent
The Relacnships Between Sex and the
VarialJles for Obesity/Emaciaticn

Percentage of Individualu
Havinc Pad Contact with
the Obese

Percentarc of Individunls
Expressinc Affective Rela—
tionr:hirs with the Obese

Percentcge of Individuals
Expressing Length of Con—
tact Exccedinf Five Years
(N)

:a

79.7

(110)

'9.1

,121)

58.7

(61
1.13

.0002
df

-

ph. square =

.00

(64)

.0C
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.01 level with a cli !,e2, ire of 7.1.6.

The measure of asso-

ciation for this handicep is .03 (see Table A in the
appendix).

As noted in 7able

8, the highest decree of

acceptance of the coven handicaps was accorded to speech
impairments.

Interestirly enough, as Table A illustrates,

the incidence of contac
highest of all seven ha:

-dth speech in.pair7ents, is the
caps for both riales and females.

The relationship is not statistically significant, howeve
r.
1

Type cf Relationship cn.A :ex

4

The association bet:een type of relationship and sex

1

for the hanical-- obe,:7it- /emaciation is also reviewed
in
Table 9.

-

No sinificant relationship exists.

Table B in

the appendix reveals tha

no significant relationship

exists fcr any of 7J1

remaininz handicaps stu:i.led.

Duration of Conl..ael.

Sex

In the relaticnsi.:

between duration ef c(i.7 -ct an4

sex (see Table C in the appendix), only for handic
aps of
speech and blindness wae the relationship statisticall
y
siLnificant.

3oth reacbad the .05 level, the

hi co-

efficient for those two handicaps being .02 and .04
respectively.

-17'Ie 9 in the text revealsth

tionship bet%eeL

of contact and

emaciation is

ant

As the
of tL

LI;Vuti

vable sex was not

the rela-

i! '0 any

:..iriaLics--occurree of contact,
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Lyv,: of relationsnip, an

duration of contact--one :ust

conchvle that one is opemIti_nr, within a refinement model.
It now tecor.es necessary to introduce sex as a control
variable simultaneously

social distance and eacIl of

the three independent vLrlables.
Social 7istance veru.1
Contrc,iled for T.=x

"aria!JP(,--

Occurrence of Contact
Table 10 brings to licht several interesting points
when compared to Table 5 (page 36 of the text).
Table 10.

The Relationship 7,e7fween Cccurrence of
Contact and social :ist.t,nce
for Ol_esity/
Emaciation "J"hen Cent:011e:: for Sex

Indivival lx,:!-.f3sin,=_ a
!-",-3rrv Perr:ns
or

i..cos to
c:.ted
Female
ci

(71

;2.7 (58)
No Contact

lt.8 (

chi square =

1.83

50.0 (10
.002

df = 1
phi square =

t! 5 reveals

.02

rcr ,.- rcenzaie of '_ndi,
:-Huals who

had contact with otese or
sf:;;JI distance in

.00

'iited persons exhdbi low
i.nose wno had no or

ct.
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There is a 9.1

differen,2e in acceptance between no contact
Table

respondents and cont,ct l'espondents (42.0 -

, differentiates test among males
10 indicates that contac.
as opposed to females when related to willincness to marry
(33.1f - 1.8.8r;

vs.

52.7% - 50.0%).

ship between occurrence
controlled for sex

However, the relation-

f contact and social distace when
tistically significant

rir neither

sex.
Type of Relationship
Table 11 examines the relationship between type of
relationship and social distance when controlled for sex.
Table 11.

The RelaL.ionship Eetween Type of Relationship and Social ristance fer Obes.ty/
Emaciation ..:hen Controlled for Sex

Individual F 771.essing a 'illinEness
larry PerFons (-)ese or Frraci2ted
',,--ale
Yale
.4
(r!)
(':)
Affective
Non-Affective
chi square

—6 (26)

60.5

(!,9)

-8.9 (14)

"31.0 ( 9)

1..21

6.30*

df = 1
phi square

.05

.01

.07
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In the oriincl relationship outlin ! in Table 6 (page 38
of the text) there was a 9.9;,
1 difference between the
affer!tive and non-affective groups, the affective group
displaying less social distance (45.11'
)
9 - 35.35).
es.:ingly, Table 11 exposes an

Inter-

difference in social

distance for males, 1,ut in this

the affective type of

relationship is linked with greater social distance.

gore

interesting still is the fact that amonL females, affective
relationships are linked with low social distance, the
difference between the affective and non-affective classifications being 27.5

(63.5' - 31.0f4).

Apparently type of

relationsnip relates differenl,ly to social distance dependin

upon the sex of the resrondent.

totween type of relationship an

While the relationship
ial distance was not

statistically significant for males, the same relationship
was significant for fe.7.ales with a '1ni scuare of 6.30 and
a measure of association of .07.
Duration of Contact
The relationship between duration of contact and
sociLl distance for obesity when controlled for sex is
ilttrated in Table 12.
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Table 12.

The Relationship Fetween Duration of Contact
Controlled
and Social Distance for Obesity
for Sex

ef.

rale
(1:)

Long Duration
(5 yrs. or more)

29.5

Short Duration
(Less than 5 yrs.)

35.6 (2"

chi square

7c7ale

i1.l (23)

.82

.03

.00

.00

df = 1
chi square -

In re,
:iew, Table 7
individual

(rate

40 ot the text) recorded that

who had had contact of long duration displayed

less social distance than those respondents who -;:d experienced short duration contacts, but the c'.if7tnce between
the groups e!as only 0.1,!..

As with Table 11, the pattern

assumes an unexpected direction.

While long duration con-

tacts were associated with low social distance for funales,
long duration contacts were associated with high social
distance for male ( 4.7

,- 51.1e$ for females vs. 29.51f

35.6, for males).
Summarv
Section Two has exemined the relaicnsh:: 1:!:.ween
social distance and contact and the ei'fecL.

e control
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variable sex upon that relaticeeh.
of contact were explored:

All three dimensions

occurrence of contact, type of

relationeeep, and duration of contact.
tne relationship:
, oF the three independent
variables to the dependent variable, social distance, were
investigated.

cased en the patterns that emerged from the

relationships beta:een the dependent and the independent
variables, low social distance was associated with the
occurrence of contact, affective relationships, and contacts of long duration.
Thereafter, the relationships between the control
variable sex and the independent and dependent variables
were explored.

The relationship

eteen the control

able and eeelal distance was found to be statistically
significant for the handicap obesity/emaciation.

The rela-

ee4:een sex ard each of the independent variables
were ten

nvestigated, and in none cf the three cases was

there a atatistically significant relationship.

Sex, there-

fore, served to refine the relationship between the dependent
and indel,ee

variables.

The simultaneous introduction

of the coeerol vr:riable into the relationship between social
distance
tion

]d the indeperei'ent

eriaYles for obesity/emacia-

ri aossible.
eeletionship beeeet!1 eee arence cf contact ar

aocia' -,! .•ce, a breater pereceeee af both males and
r

•, had had contact

ee low social distance

when compared with Those who had not
had contz.,ct

.n addition, a :reater Fercentage of female
s than males expressed
low social distance in both contac
t and no contact groups.
The relationship wa t.3-tticall
y significant for neither
males nor fen-ales.
Affective .e1:_itionps were fou
nd to

11ned to

low social distance for females; but
unexpectedly, affective
relationships werf found to be lin
ked to high social distance for males. The rela;ionship
between type of relationship and social distance for otesit
y/tmaciation was
statistically siEnificant for fem
ales with a chi square
of 6.3.
Similar to the above relationship
, contacts of '.ong
duration were associate:', -ith lo-;
social distance ror
females and high ::;o0ial c*- tance
for males. For neither
sex was the relati.,
:,...;een duration of contact and
social distance 5it. 1:.:111y sig
nificant.

CHAPTER V
311ARY I,1:D CONCLU5IC1:3
Introductin
Thin chapter is divided into tw..) 1;ections.

The first

reviews the focus and findings of this study and examines
the relationship between these findings and the available
literature concerning the physically 1:andicapped and social
distance.

The second section discusses weaknesses of the

present -;t.udy and, in light of

weaknesses, makes

suggestions for future research.
Section Cne
tindoubtedly, physical dev.:.ance n

always served as

a basis of social differentiation, and f:;1.• a larEe majority
oi

in America today phy

disabilities are

negatively stigmatized. ::uch of th9 troblem, then, of the
rehabilitation of the physically deviant lies with the reeducation :)f the physically normal.
A
i

-s_.

1

A

Thus, it was the

intention of this study to examine the attitudes that

.1

l.,,...

pl)ysically

t
?:

i

f;rr7.al individuals

pc.lses3ing !clected handicaps.
study ecurin

0'

.;lecifically, this

the normal's cont -7!-

for) with Th- abled porsons ar..1
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.3

=,ird to per:.,ns

their various
•

ionship of these
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contacts to the aount of social dista,

establir,hed

between the person who is physically norml and those who
are physically deviant.
The literature on the subject,

at :,:!st inconclusive.

While there has been a great deal of reL;e:rch done cn the
effects of contact on attitudes, there

s been less re—

search done on the relationship of contact to social
distance.

Also, the research dealing with comparisons

of attitudes toward different handicaps is minimal. :uch
of the literature concerned with physical deviance is
strikimjy inconsistent in regard to the effect contact
beteen norrIal-,2 and devients has upon tocial distance.
Robert Kleck, alone and with others,1 apeared to be t...ae
of the more coesistcnt researchererl the erea.

He has

noted repeatedly that contact does :
to reduce social
:crve
2
distance. Another researcner in!,71t.3
contact does
not affect :;ocil distance,

-her3 contends

that contact may increase social distance.

It is obvious,

1.
Robert Kleck, "Fhysicll Stiora nd Task Crientei
Interaction." :.lso see ljeck, et :al., "The Effects of
Physical Deviance upon Face—to-77ce
2
J. Cran -J%skv "—cdifieatf._titudes To,:ard the
Vi-Ablv
ri," cited
-, and Jaques,
"Contct ;,:r.; a .1:triab1e in the
P. 117.
3Irvir!g
Coffman,
-rnt
ef Sroilee. Tdf,ntitv.
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then,

no general cohcensus has been reached regardinL

the reL,-.Lonship between contact and social
distance.
instrument chosen to inves late the protlem
under

y was a questionnaire.

sisted of two sections:

Tho q',1estionnaire con-

one aimed at discoverinE the

amount of contact the normal respondent had
had with each
of sev:-1 ;landicaps; the other utilized seve
n zeven-item
Bogardus-like scales to measure social dist
ance.
The contact a respondent had had with a phys
ically
deviant individual was measured by three
items:

the

occurrence of contact, the type of contact rela
tionship,
and

'1uration of contact.

The I -Lcs- in the scale used

to measure social distance did not disc
riminate satisfactorily.
to

ry

measure

Thus, the physically nornal person's willingn
ess
person with a particulr handicap was used
as a
social distance.

A single control variable, sex

of the r-spondent, was utilized.
As mentioned in Chapter IT, it wL4.5 the
contention of
this wri .L.er that as contact between
the physically normal
and the physically handicapped incr
eases, less social distance is established by the physical
ly normal person between
himself ned the physically deviant 1eron. Stated in null
form,
I:0 relationship Fy .i.,:tr.;
social
distance an,i type or extedveness of
contact with phyical dt2vints, as
perceived by physca].
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Additionaj.y, three sub-hypotheses Ftated in null form and
concerned with each specific area of contact were developed
in order

core accurately assess the role contact plays

in relati. to social distance:
1.

No relationship exists tetween the
occurrence of contact with physical
deviants (handicapped persons) and
social distance between physical normals and pnysical deviants, as perceived by physical normals.

2.

No relationship exists between type
of contact with physical deviants and
social distance between physical normals and physical deviants, as perceived by physical normals.
No relationship exists between duration
of contact wit, physical deviants and
social distance between physical normals
and physical teviants, 3:: perceived
physical normals.

-nothesis number one, oc
.

with the rela-

tion'ip-ween occurrence of contact And social distances
could onl
faci;- 1
and

rejected for two hAr,dicapF;--deafness and
,-- urement.

05

The levels ef rejection were .01

sectively.

Null hypothesis number two, concerned with the
relationship between type of relationship and social distance, could only be rejected for one na:_licap.

The level

of rejecticn was .05 for speee'r,
4,

14111 :,),pothesis number
the relationship between durati

ib concerned with
of contact and social

clid only 1-.e rejectcA fc;-

7tr

le hcrldicap--

';'he level of rejection was ,01.

:131 disfigurement.

Having investigated the direct relationship Letween
the dependent and independent variables, attention was then
directed toward the indopendentedeuendent relationship when
cont,rolled for sex.

For only one handicap was the relation-

ship between sex and social dietance statistically significant:

obesity/emaciation.
The independent-control relationship was then examined.

In no case was sex significantly related to any of the three
independent variables.

It was concluded, therefore, that

the control variable served only to refine the relationship
between contact and suci c:istance.

The control verLable

was then simultaneously introduced into the independentdendent relationship.

Me yxamination of the rcl

jonship

between contact with obese or emaciated persons arc social
distance when controlled for sex produced only one etatistieelly significant relationship.

The relationshfi

etween

type of contact and social distance was found to
cant for obesity/emaciation when the respondents were females.
With this one exception the null hvr.otheses could not be
rejected when the on

'1. relationship was subjected to
Altheaigh it

the influence of' the cee -

\eriable, sex.

wa . not always possible

jeet the null hypotheae3,

briever, several patt-_- in evidence.

investigatiea .:ere
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The Fattern of 3ocial nistance for f7elected
u.andicans
Althourh it ai.Tears that the literature concerne
d

4

with the relationship of contact and soci
al distance is
fragmented and inconc.1.u3ive, when compared wi:.11 tie data
engendered by this study several interesting
similarities
are revealed. For example, Table 1 in Chap
ter IV lists
loss of a leg, blindness, and obesity/emaciati
on as the
three handicaps manifesting the highest deFr
ee of social
distance. This finding is consistent with
the few studies
which have attempted to gauge the degr
ee of stigma attached
to various handicaps. 'Thiteman and Lukoff, in
a compar—
ison of llindne.:' wi.
)ther handicaps,
.:dlindness
to te 1-:.ore highly devalated ty their resp
ondents th(-1
other hanicaps.4

It iz important to note, 1-::wver, that

Whiteman and Lukoff failed to specify any
17'cular
"physical handicap"
pared.

which blindness

to be com—

The respondent:. ..;ere simply rec. to reac
t to

"being blind" or "being physically hand
icapped."5
in two studies :Zichardsen, Goodman, Hast
orf, and
Dornbusch investiEated reactions to phys
ical dis.:.
- 1ilities
among various populations. Obesity was inva
riably listed
L. .
and Other
5,,

'

"Attitudes
135-1/,5.
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as the least desirable handicap of the five handicaps
studied.6

In anothcy

.cle by Laddox, Uhc, and

Liederman obesity and 1,eic. crippled were t'rig, morA highly
devaluated cf all handienps presented.7
The Rclationshic 3et.,:een Contact and Social Distance
As Tables 5, 6,
seems to exist which

7 illustrate, a general pattern
, jcates lower social di,;tance among

those who had experienced contact of various types pith
handicapped indi%iduals.

The pattern seems to be consist-

ent with the findings of Kleck,8 Kleck, Or), and gastorf,9
Shaler,10 Censkow and 1iaglione,11 Jaffee,12 and Holzberg

6

Richardsc,n,
"Cultural Uniformity :in Reaction
to Physical Disabilitie," pp. 241-247.
7George L. raddo, Kurt W. Dach, an 7,-roni(.a R.
Liederman, "Over-;:eit;ht
Deviance aLki Disability,"
The Journ1 of gealtn
Fehevior, XIV (I.lay, 1965),
292.

8 1eck,
"Physica_ 5,,Igma and Task Oriented Inter-

action," pp. 53-60. F;c0 also Kleck, "Physical Ft.i1,7a and
Nonverbal Cues Emittf, .
.:.'ace-to-Face Interaction," cp. 19-28.

9Kleck, et al.,
"The Effects of Physical Deviance un

Face-to-Face Interacti3n," pp. 425-436.
10
Shaler, The Neircrhood.
11
Genskow and :alione, "Familiarity, Dogmatism c.nd
Reported Student Atmde Toward the Dia'.:led," p.
332.
12 .
Cal er, et
"
tact as a Vari:1- 7..
Perception of D1sao1fT77„,“ ::. 117.
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13
and Gewitz,
among others.

Such findings cre in direct

15
opposition to the fndings of Coffman11. and .1r:noksky
who contend that .2.ct would either nt

cr would

increase the socal c;tance manifested 1)e ,
- e,

the physi-

cally normal and the ph,
:sically handicapped.
The Re1,7.ti,-_,7-.1- hir, -7'eLween Contact
-1
ea or

c.ocici Distance

.
'hen

Following the procedure outlined in Chapter IV, sex
was related to Uoth independent and dependent variables
separately prior to

he imposition of the control variable

on the original relationship.

The instrumentation of this

technique brings to lilt several very interesting points
in regard to the effect of sex.

As note( elsewhere in this

chapter, the original relationship illurates a general
pattern of low socidi dstance among per::cns who have had
conta:It with pr,:

sessing certain h.:-nd

literature, how'

:ms to indicate

The
se . has no

effect upon either contact, social distance,
tionship between the %wo.

GF

the rela-

Indeed, RicharCson, :iastorf,

Goodman, and DornLuch found that neither Ft-,x,

ce, rural-

urban differences, -- ...ocio-economic-status affected social
11-

Toward ::enta; 1 1
Ir,l.
Spoiled THentit-..
15- .
aler,
Perception o

,

irtz, "A I7ethod c'
" pp. 56-61.
StiFra:

l'otes

I:ontact as a Varl-',-1
YI" P. 117.

1PI: G Attitudes
--ent of
he

61
d

16

0.

In a study by :hiteman enc.:

.r contact was found to

Lukoff

neither age,

col.n -s, for differences in

eoe:e. distance. ' In this et...ley, however, upon the
-neous introduction of scx into the original relationship between contact and social distance, a distinct
diference was found for the handicap obesity/emaciation.18
A. -fable 11 and 12 in Chopter IV indicate, contrary Lo this
writer's expectations, affective relationsnips and relationships of long duration were associated with high social
distance amoni::: males.

Among females, affective relationships

and contacts of long duration were associated with low social
din:e as expected.

Tnis intereeing difference between

males and females cannot be explaired within the score of
the literature presently available_

Tne relationship between

the independent varial°e - and sociel distance when co'e.tr.elled
for

y. was statistically sii ficant. in only one in5tance:

the e:_lationship between tyce of een'7act relationship and
social distance for females foe: the handicap obesity.

The

pate -;in of male preoccupation with this cosmetic handicap
would lt first appear to be unusual.

reac

1
6Stephen Richardec.n, et al.
,-)n to Physical
IL

"Cultural Uniformity in
pp. 241-20.

-7Whitcman and Lukof:
es Toward Blindness in
'Llei;e Groups," p.
18:.ollewing the prc-,cfur
n (:hapter IV, since the
,eship Letween sex and ee)ciil ..listence was
ol:esity only, fur
,!.. ex..7:.rction of the leec,rrelnship 1.ee.eeen tr.
me in regee! to
,v only.

This finding is consistent, ho-4ever, with conclusions
of Inchardson, et al.

As previously roted, their study

found otesity to be the most hirhly stLgmatized of the
handicaps they studied.

The study, though, asked respond-

ents to evaluate the severity of handicai;s for members of
their own sex--hot the sex of their potential mate as was
'

the c.-.1se in this study.

They found that

1rlS emphasized

social handicaps while toys emphasized functional handic.
Although this appears at first to be contradictory to the
findings of this study, it is, in fact, complimentary when
one remembers that the female emphasizes the social handicap of: obesity for herself.

She in to be the object of male

attention and, if obese, she would not be competitive for
thi-, attention.

This finding is P.lso consistent with the

statistics in Table 8 which de7.-

trate that for males

obesity in a Fotential mate i5 -;e:-y highly devaluated.

Only

of all males expressed a

to marry a girl

Rchardson, et

also reported that boys

who wan obese.

toAded to emphasize functional handicaps for themselves.
Tn this study the females emphasized functional handicaps
in their potential mates.

For -ixample, the two most highly

deva1uated handicaps were WinCness and loss of a leg.

Mt:nt

of these handicaps

:,late severe impedi-

to the ability of th!

rates to earn a

1.i ving.
The discovery of th,

relationnhip betw(:Lh

63
•

-!rata contained in

iible 3 of Chapter IV and the Erticle

t:yRicharson, et al. L:lv

o some extent explain the un—

expected occurrence of hif-.:1 social distance among males
Lor obesity in loth affeLive relationships and relation—
hips of lone duration.

Apparently individuals' attractive—

(Loth social and l'unctional) to potential mates serves
a co--on denominator for the evaluaticn of the severity
of any given handicap.

Had one been examining a functional

1)andicap in Tables 1 1 ;:nd 1% of Chapter 17, one may have
found the trend reversed.

That is, females may have ex—

pressed high social distance to functional handicaps much
• !7.ales did to the coo72etic handicap obesity in af'ective
reltionships of long duration.
•

The findings of thic study

.he findings of :ZrThr-son, et al. would seem
assertion as a dtinct possitility.
ch in the are
11,:eded.

-o—

support

ObvirnIcly more

c and functional ha-7.,:ears

64
Svction Two
Weaknesses of the iiresent Stud.: and Swxestion for
Future :-.esearcn
The first Jc.' mot obvious weakness of the cresent
study lies in the inability of the Dogardus—type scale items
to satisfactorily mesure the social distance manifested
between the physical27 normal and the physically handicapped.
Respondents' willinuess to marry was the only one of seven
items to discriminate satisfactorily.

It wr,s, therefore,

social distance.

used as the measure

The Bc6ardus social

distance scale can be a useful tool in measuring social
distance between pllysic(aly normal arc'. physically deviant
individuals; but for it to do so, scale items must be care—
fully developed in erder to ascertain that wlich distinguises
the physically nom!— ,,110. the physically hncuic.ed.
must be developed

Items

..'-termine, for example, if it is the

long term dependence, physj.cal contact, sey1

contact, or

social embarrassment r.f' mrriage to which the physically
normal person is reacting nel;atively when asked if he would
marry a handicapped in6ividual.
Another oversit of this study resides in the failure
,,71her of contacts one }:w 'nnd with

to inquire as to

under study.

each of the seve
:c)w many cor.ect:,

i0

had.

It was

contact had occur--d.

question must

contacts with on

prouce lower

:.ct asked
if
e :Ke(1, do seven
.tance

65
•

than one contact wih each of seven handicaps?
in relation to the categorization c.

to respond to obesity aed emaciation

respondents were
unitarily.

ndicaps,

Th, e handicaps possily should not have been

linked, since some individuals view each quite differently.
When asked for comments, a large number of respondents
intimated that they considered obesity to be a more severe
handicap than emaciation.
';:hile not neceesarily a weakness of this study, this
writer believes a: .ould be beneficial for future research
to avoid the obvious semantic ambiguity attached to cosmetic
handicaps.

The

can and has

on made that whatever

a pereon defined as obese, for exa:eple, is obese (at least
in terms of his behavior patterns associated wit:11 the
particular handicap).
terms of future r

it would be more advantazeous in
to utilize pic1,7es er drawings

to iraphically

the handicap

-_iceetion in order

to prohibit the ie_ae:enion of the respon,:.ent fro
cizing the handicap.19

romanti-

Also, an additional ecntrol would

be available to the researcher in that with visual aid he
would be able io vary :he severity of the hane2.icap.
same token, in order

keep the respondent fm disasso—

ciating the *nee-

m the handica:

10
'11-10
.s4

By the

or "glamorize"
some inve:etieee:.r
mandatory sccie
odlogical pitfa

graphic

'beautify"
arrent there in
eeture. As
":•.e\e ar;ued, this Leeeeee- -ay be a
• a methe:es,-; 1:ut nonetecieee,
should Le avoided.
41.
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illustrations, as one researcher has sugEested,

ould

autornatically solve the problem by depicting a icr._:on
possessing a particular handicap.

Table A.

Occurrence of
The Relationship Between Sex and the
Handicaps
Contact for Each of Seven

Speech
(N)
g7.7 (12-1

47.8

:,::

47.8 (66)

..5.6 (63)

34.8 (i3)

79.7 (110)

86.9 (15.3:

.. .1

u)

62.8 (96)

35.3 (64:

37.9 (58)

79.1 (121)

:60)

2.82

•46

.0002

.01

.,-

r,-,
.Qu

.77

.0003

.12

7.1611*

.00

.00

.00

.03

df - 1
phi square =

**

Obese
(N)

.-))

%
chi square =

Percentae of Individuals Having Had Contact
with Any of Scven Handicaps
flind
Leg
Face
Deaf
(N)
(N)
(N)
J-

p <.c:

CIN

B.

Arm
1.
•

7.22,
chi square = 1.43

The xieiat1c5.ip 3etween Sex and Type of Relationship
for Each of Seven Paneicaps

Individuals 12xpressing Affective Relationships with
Any of Seven T!andienps
Blind
Leg
Face
Deaf
Speech
N)
(
3!.
:N;
A
t N)
(N)
ii 8.14 (30)

4i!.9 (22)

46.2 ,2"

3;.?

P

Obese
(T)N

70.4

(69)

59.5 (72)

(38)

37.3 ,25)

65.4 (.87)

53.6 K.37)

',45)

1.21

.08

1.89

.03

.12

.02

.00

.00

.01

.00

.co

.00

23) 70.3 (85;

df = 1
phi square =

.01

“
f

ips44,1,

Snit

.

ividual:: Exprcini:. tcnct.h ol. Contact
:xceeCinv 7ive YCOV3
el,,, Blind
Leg
Face
Deaf
,f
(N)
"f
'
(N)
P
(N)
'I'

Obcne

Arm
(N)

Specch
(N)

35.0 (42)

60.0 (39)

41.5 (27)

55.6 (35)

37.5 (18)

58.7 (64)

39.4 (26)
30.4 (24)

50.0 (34)

33.7 (32)

57.4 (31)

56.1 (32)

50.8 (61)

48.5 (64)

.97

.7,
.,

.15

.T2*

1.13

5.26x

.32

.61

.CO

.CO

/f-

-1a7„

,

2c13t::.,;n3hp Eetween Sex and Duration of
Handicaps
Co:-Itact for Each oC Seven

Table

Females

•

.: =

.93

•

ci,

(N)

.00

0
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Part I
Fart I of this qstionaire sacks TO gather some
very general backrrcuna infonicn. The c2..estions
are brief, rany sin;71y racalirir, a cb::ck ;:ark (X).
Please read each questio: .refully before answering.

1. Sex

cck one)
'lle

2. Term 'itanding (check one)
Freshman
zrre
1-acr
1'T:her (;lease specify)
3. Ghat is your religious affiliation? (check one)
-.)ne
Cathclic
Jewish
Pro7estant (e.g., Baptist, Vethodist, Presbyterian, etc.)
Otnr (;ease specify)
4. How I-agularly do you att,
--nd 10ig:,2us services? (check one)
Alv.ays
Scm-3-cires
Seld==
evr
5.

icL ot the folloJing categories given below bt.st describes your
fat's educational background to the .1 ,:st of your knowledge? (chcdk
cne)
Cracluate 7rofessional training
.7_4-andarci colleEe or university grauu,Ition
i.irtielcollere training
iig E1 gratuation
school
Junior h.ign school
Less than seven years of school

6. Whet s your father's occupation? (lee be as specific as
pcn:F :1e)

'as=is)
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21. I wog...lid
Yes
No

ES mucth as psssizl-a scr..one

is Llind.

22. Would you r.-Lnd if someone whose arm eithi. has teen erputated cr
(_72:-..cien as you?
is totally sere4zed word n t
Yes
No
23. Would ipu acospt as a roc=rate someone who has a speech impairment
(stammer, stutter, or lisp)?
Yes
No
24. Would you rarry sc=eone who it; Lfaf?
YC3
No
25. I would avoid completely sa..eone with unecncealable facial scars
or birthmarks.
Yes
No
25. Would you acce= as a close personal friend someone whose leg either
has been amputated cr is toally paralyzed?
vao
27. Would you accept as a roommate sc=cne who is extremely obese or
extmmely
Yes
28. Would you mind if semfacne who is blind lived in your dormit
Yes
29. Would you marry someone whose
totally paralyzed?

?

either has teen amputated

is

30. Would you mind if someone with a pee( 1_77:airmant (stammer, stutter,
or lisp) worked in the same coopation as
Yes
No
4

=pletely

31. C

if.

Yes
-

110
•-

scar- cr
32. Would you marry someone whose face nes :.concealable
bit-t_hrnr3-.s?
.es
No

33. Would you mind if sc7t:one vhose leg either has
is totally parelyzLt lived in your dormitory?
Yes
No
34. I would avoid as
extremely skinny.
Yes
No

7.s possible sor:i-or

35. Would ycu mind if
as you?
Yes
----No

:ne who is blind

amputated or

r.E-_mely obese or

same occupation

36. I would avoid completely someone whose am ‘.:'.itht.ur has been amputated
or is -tt.7=al1y ;:aralyzed.
Yes
No
37. Would you mind if scone with a speeCh impairment (stammer, stutter,
or lisp) lived in the same dormitory as you?
Yes
No
38. I would avoid as m!ic as possible scone
facial scars Cr bir--marYs.
Yes
No
39. Would you accept
Yes
No

roommate someone who is C,,af?

O. Would you marry
rone whose leg either
totally pralyz.ed?
Yes
No
41. Would you ,acc7)t
obese cr skinny?
Yes
----No

a close personal frier-I

42. Would you
Yes
No
43. I would avc*d
amputetF.d

linconcealable

teen ,.:.;-...:utated or is

:c7-7'7.):-Ie

who is extremely

roommate someone ::ho I._•1:nd?

7.(.7h

tr

as possible sorec-17
paralyzed.

•

arm either has been

44. Wou .] you acce2t az a clzsc

45. I wcu2d avoid as m*.lth as
munt
atuzter, or
Yes

frnd sc:7ecne who is &_afre

who has a speech

45. Would you r2ind if scrzcna with uc
1e facial scars
workd in
car.- :.
- =a-tcn as •)•,,?
Yes
No
47• Iwould avzid oc=letely scnrwne wh,-:e leg either has bet_
is totally paralyzes.
Yes
No

,l-putated

48. Would you acce-,t as a close personal friend sorsone who is blind?
Yes
;:o
4

49. T. would avoid ccrqzletely scnezne who is extrerrely cbese or extrerAy
Y'es

handics.
; is a list of seven (7.concerning
:LIT-across the t-on ef
nl.:7r of questions
it
..Lft -side of the
_
handicaps on at a
handiea75. Ty:, each cf tbe
with recpect to (nch handicap.
caeh of the threk.: quest)ons
1:01,

1. Do you rc.

el

-viv'f.s

thcin th7

L,

evcr personhad) any of
to of
%-rits • yCL;.'

- --

'•ycs.. appear
2. Foi
to +Tla
please :27.c-274'„a
1:-ncY
prIrson. (If .
a.-.swer
......nrticuLx
son with a
whom
with
person
the
using
the question
relationship.)
closest
you share the
Use c)-.Lck rarks (N).
A.
B.
.ativc. __ .
7
C.
child,
,
.

:,as person?
than one
4-107 ll"VT - The De r..,011 yo'.
t.J 5e chock mark.

nc;
A.
B. 'I rysritii to J -.onths
C. 5 tTiontiv.; to 11 irt
vr-Co 1;s_than 3 years
D. 1 1..
_
Irs

(s)

Li. Do
;
4.

y'

.4

t31c-e_s-a specifll

kind?

